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GLOBAL MARKETS FORUM
Reuters journalists. Leading financial experts. Powerful connections.

Get a head start on market-moving developments and network with top
minds from finance and politics in real time. Join the conversation.
Moderated by Reuters journalists, the Global Markets Forum is an exclusive editorial community for
financial market professionals, available for free on Refinitiv® Messenger.
As the world’s first macro, cross-asset, global community forum, it surfaces the most critical market
topics, the widest range of perspectives and hosts influential guest voices in real time.
1. Get a head start on your day. Leverage the editorial
power of the world’s largest news organization
Experienced Reuters editors handpick the day’s key stories and
deliver critical market developments to you – hot off the press. The
forum also brings you special news coverage of significant market
events including the World Economic Forum in Davos and live
coverage of key global events.

“GMF enables me to keep up with the latest
developments in financial markets, but it also
provides a place where open, respectful and
informed debate takes place. I highly recommend
GMF as a source for all serious investors.”
Vincent T., International Economist, Independent Financial Risk Advisory Firm

2. Imagine yourself in a room full of great ideas. Gain
collective market wisdom from diverse, trusted sources
Weigh in on expert opinions drawn from a wide range of influential
voices in the financial markets: policy makers, industry thought
leaders, corporate executives, media and academia in real-time
debate. Hear different perspectives, share your thoughts and test
new ideas.

“GMF stands out for its diversity – the diversity
in its coverage of global topical issues, its
invited guests, its participants and their range
of knowledge and opinions.”
Jitesh S., Senior Portfolio Manager, European Investment and Technology Firm
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3. If you don’t already have a little black book full of market experts, the forum is a great place to start.
Tap into our network of blue chip contacts and make new connections
With industry veterans, senior decision makers and other market participants from all over the globe joining the forum every day,
networking is easy. Gain direct access to new contacts, build your own network and uncover new opportunities.

“The GMF makes my day easier. No matter all the other service providers and financial information
sources, my day only really starts when I log into GMF and start reading the posts there. Reliable and
insightful, that’s how I see GMF. GMF – that’s THE difference between Refinitiv and others.”
David R., Corporate Treasurer and Risk Manager, Leading Portuguese Corporate

Join our Global Markets Forum “LiveChats”
The forum holds “LiveChat” interviews with top-tier market experts
and commentators throughout the week, giving members access
to newsmakers directly inside Refinitiv Messenger.
See the highlights from recent LiveChats here.
Get breaking news and fresh insight, and chat with your peers
in the Global Markets Forum. Join the conversation today:
refinitiv.com/gmf

How to join the Global Markets Forum
Access is free and exclusive to Eikon subscribers and
Refinitiv Messenger standalone users. To request access to
the forum, click here.
Looking for more specialized market forums? Explore our wide
range of regional and asset-class specific market forums.
Sign up here for a complimentary Refinitiv Messenger trial.

Refinitiv is one of the world’s largest providers of financial markets data and infrastructure, serving over 40,000 institutions in approximately 190 countries. It provides leading data
and insights, trading platforms, and open data and technology platforms that connect a thriving global financial markets community – driving performance in trading, investment,
wealth management, regulatory compliance, market data management, enterprise risk and fighting financial crime.
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